
HOW TO WRITE A PRESS RELEASE FOR YOUR BLOG

The best way to write and format press releases for easy readability. Learn how to do it Want to use Click to Tweet on
your blog? Table of.

Invest in your press release and you are showing bloggers that you are interested to invest in them. However,
using the strategy above, it can be something your business earns for very little money - often nothing at all.
Search for your product or industry on Google News , then look for the journalists that write about your
industry frequently. Start with a strong headline that conveys the value of your news to the press. Will it make
a difference to the blogging demographic I am interested in reaching? A great story can result in your business
receiving a surge of inbound traffic, backlinks from authoritative websites and a stronger brand as a result of
the exposure. You can replace each component with your own information and adapt it according to your
needs. From here, you can contact them via Twitter or send them an email with a link to your content. You can
also distribute your release using an online service, such as:. Does it have that extra share factor? You have a
few options for distribution. Summarize your story in your subtitle: Summarize the entire content of the press
release in a single sentence that supports the heading and gives a taste of the content to follow. At the bottom
of the press release, it is common to include three " " symbols to signify the end. If these journalists frequently
write about products and businesses that are similar to yours, they might be responsive to your content.
Include contact information. When it comes to other topics like redecorating your conference room or
allowing employees to bring their dogs to work? Get a crash course in small business branding with our free,
curated list of high-impact articles. The media will want to share that news too, helping you get the word out
even more. Professional writers often spend as much time on the headline as they do writing an article. Are
Press Releases Dead? The boilerplate also includes more resources for reporters as well as social media
information. Different content will reach different audiences; for example gamers are known to be more active
at night and mums may be more available in the afternoons when their toddlers are napping. From feature
stories to quick mentions in relevant articles, getting your online content covered by a popular newspaper,
magazine or blog is a great way to strengthen your brand and reach a huge online audience. Add a picture to
your status; bloggers will be keen to share posts that are visually appealing to their followers too. About Guest
Blogger This post was written by a guest contributor. You can also download our free ebook to find out the
essential skills you need to maximize the impact of your content marketing. Both have many of the same
elements: strong headlines, top-down format most important stuff up front , etc. Leading press release
distribution services send out thousands of new releases a day , the vast majority of which are quickly glanced
at by journalists before being discarded. Bulletproof Coffee Cold Brew is the newest innovation from the
company that will allow people to conveniently take steps toward achieving their goals and unleashing their
full potential. Administrative Management , Association Marketing Here on the Association Insider, we talk a
lot about ways to create content that resonates with your members. If you have a unique product or service,
build the marketing into the product by being deliberately weird and remarkable. Keep product mentions to a
minimum and instead focus on the value to your brand. The press release should contain understandable
language and a quote. Clearly explain what your company does and why its stakeholders are experts in the
industry. In the meantime, start building your store with a free day trial of Shopify. Some of these press
releases are not great, so use a critical eye. For example, the AP Stylebook says that state names should be
shortened like the old-fashioned mailing names. Technology journalists copy stories from authority websites
like TechCrunch very frequently. Change everything to the third-person voice Both the headline and the body
of the press release should be in the third person. Craft an appealing headline: Use the main benefit from your
press release to write a headline that is both clear and compelling. Get started Some outlets will share your
news based solely on the press release. More recently in , Research Now study showed that among heavy
consumers between the ages blogs are the most important source of information when making a purchasing
decision. Since journalists are desperate for interesting stories, one influential blogger or journalist writing
about you might lead to many others following suit. Keywordtool is a great platform to use when stuck for
keywords used in your industry which you can then transfer to the twitter. Your website and phone number go
here, too.


